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The Next Generation of Multi-Target Therapy

Rajabai Clock Tower, a heritage structure of Mumbai that represents Mumbai 
University, was completed in 1878 through the philanthropy of Mr. Premchand 
Roychand & is a symbol of both higher education & philantrophy. Also, it 
chimes a tune every 15 minutes and thus is an apt representation of the 
definition of “metronomic” which means “unvaryingly regular in rhythm”.
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Wishing You All A Very Happy New Year!
On behalf of the Organizing Committee of Metronomics @ Mumbai-2016, we would like to welcome 
you to the “happening” city of Mumbai on the occasion of the 5th Biennial “International 
Metronomic & Anti-Angiogenic Meeting” to be organized from 6th to 8th May 2016.

Even a�er waging the “war against cancer” for years, most of the advanced cancers are still not 
curable.  On top of that many of the new chemotherapeutic drugs or “targeted therapies” that are 
introduced in the market, give a small, if at all, benefit over the existing therapies and come at a 
very high price!  However the expensive investigations, medicines & supportive care required to 
deliver aggressive chemotherapies, have made these modern therapies out of reach of most 
patients having cancer in Low & Middle Income Countries. Even oncologists in High Income 
Countries have started questioning their utility.  Thus, the most important challenge at present in 
oncology is not just finding cures for patients with cancer, but to develop affordable, cost-effective 
therapies. In this context, the silent revolution of “Metronomic” chemotherapies is slowly 
sweeping across the globe.  

Metronomic Rescheduling of Anticancer Treatment (MSAT) has now grown beyond the 
anticipated scope of anti-angiogenic chemotherapy, with accumulating evidence demonstrating 
that these treatments may also act by stimulating an antitumor immune response and could 
ultimately lead to re-induction of tumor dormancy. The concept of MSAT is no longer a laboratory 
restricted idea. As of 2014, there are more than 150 registered clinical trials in various stages of 
development examining metronomic therapy and its efficacy. This reiterates the growing interest 
in this area of cancer directed therapy. What widens the reach of metronomic chemotherapy is its 
potential ability to be combined with conventional cytotoxic chemotherapy & newer targeted 
therapies.

The identification of potential biomarkers for stratification of patients and identifying responses to 
metronomic chemotherapy, evaluating new response criteria to metronomic chemotherapy, 
correctly elucidating individual tumor biology and their potential of response to MSAT, and 
achieving uniformity of administration and dosage with MSAT are some of the many questions that 
remain to be answered. There are multiple checkpoints before MSAT can be introduced into 
mainstream oncology practice and not simply considered as an investigative therapy that is 
essentially palliative in nature.

With this preamble, we at Tata Memorial Hospital, a premier oncology specialty hospital in 
Mumbai, invite you to be a part of M@M, a conference dedicated to covering all aspects of 
metronomic therapy, from its biology, approach, clinical practice, current trends and future 
prospects.

Looking forward to welcoming you in Mumbai in May 2016!
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